
ADVENTURE
S

IN LANGUAGE 

SPANISH ACTIVITY 
Nouns (Plural) 



SPANISH LESSON 
Nouns (Plural) 

 
 

What can you see in these pictures? Use the nouns in the word bank to describe 
them. Be sure to use the appropriate form (singular or plural). 
An answer key is provided for you on pages 5-7. 

1. 
alfombra - cuadro - libro - mesa - planta - silla - sofá - ventana 
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SPANISH LESSON 
Nouns (Plural) 

2. 
bandera - cuadro - flor - libro - luz - mapa - mesa - silla - tablero - ventana 
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SPANISH LESSON 
Nouns (Plural) 

3. 
computador - lápiz - mesa - silla - teléfono - tijera - ventana 
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SPANISH LESSON 
Nouns (Plural) 

 
 

What can you see in these pictures? Use the nouns in the word bank to describe 
them. Be sure to use the appropriate form (singular or plural). 
An answer key is provided for you on pages 5-7. 

1. 
alfombra - cuadro - libro - mesa - planta - silla - sofá - ventana 

- alfombra
- cuadros
- libros
- mesas
- plantas
- silla
- sofa
- ventanas
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SPANISH ACTIVITY 
Nouns (Plural) 

2. 
bandera - cuadro - flor - libro - luz - mapa - mesa - silla - tablero - ventana 

- bandera - tablero
- cuadro - ventanas
- flores
- libros
- luces
- mapa
- mesas
- sillas
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6 ANSWER KEY 



SPANISH ACTIVITY 
Nouns (Plural) 

3. 
computador - lápiz - mesa - silla - teléfono - tijera - ventana 

- computador
- lapices
- mesa
- silla
- teléfono
- tijera / tijeras
- ventana
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